TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of November 17th and 24th (as of 11.17.14)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of November 17th and 24th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 17TH (as of 11.11.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Series Premieres
RISKING IT ALL – Tuesday, November 18

Specials
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES: VACATIONS – Wednesday, November 19

Season Finales
BREAKING AMISH – Thursday, November 20

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18

9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING – “A REVEAL TO REMEMBER”
The DC Duggars make it to Chicago in the nick of time for David and Priscilla’s gender reveal party! Then, the families are pushed to their limits during a day in the city. Anna faces her fear of heights 103 stories up, and everyone tests their waistlines when they make their own deep-dish pizzas. Later, they’re off on a fishing and camping excursion, where Josh and David attempt to catch a meal. And when Anna takes a pregnancy test, will she and Josh be in for a surprise of their own?

10:00PM ET/PT
RISKING IT ALL – “WHAT THE FRONTIER”
Join three families, the Elliotts, Kemps and Watfords, as they each unplug from technology and leave all modern-day conveniences behind to embark on new adventures and build new lives off the grid.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

9:00PM ET/PT
EXTREME CHEAPSKATES – “VACATIONS”
This one-hour special profiles a group of penny-pinchers who want to hit the open road without breaking open their wallets. Whether they make their own boots for a trip to a Dude Ranch, cruise for quarters at a Jersey Shore arcade, cook breakfast on a car engine on the road or pack their carry-ons with food to avoid pricey Las Vegas buffets, these cheapskates have all found ways to pack in the savings on every adventure.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20

10:00PM ET/PT
**BREAKING AMISH – “LIGHT AT THE END OF THE DAY”**
Having returned home to face their new reality, the group grapples with their decisions to return Amish or stay in the English world. Will Vonda decide to start over from scratch and find a new home? Will Miriam face her family and tell them she’s made a permanent decision for her and Aaron? Meanwhile, Barbie is faced with a question that will change her life forever and Bates confronts Rena about the latest ordeal regarding their relationship. Finally, Matt becomes a father, but must make a decision about his music career.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “TOP MY DREAM DRESS!”**
Three brides hope Kleinfeld can top the dream dresses they’ve already found. Lucille found a satin dress, but still wants more bling. Dana is head over heels for a tulle gown that her mom hates. And Joan loves a dress back home but wants one unique to Kleinfeld.

9:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “ENTOURAGE SABOTAGE”**
What’s a bride to do when her entourage is bossy instead of helpful? Tenisha wants lots of bling, but her bridesmaids insist on other styles. Elyse’s mom demands she try on a pink ballgown. And bride Adriana’s family argues over the length of her hem.

10:00PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “FROM YEE-HAW TO VAVAVOOM!”**
Amy is a mom, but doesn’t want to look like one at her wedding. Her own Mom’s dress is far from sexy, even including a ‘bridal cowboy hat’! Kelly must turn it into a dream dress with vavavoom, while Sam needs to find something with class for the wedding.

10:30PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “I’M NOT A FRUMPY MILKMAID!”**
Paloma is from a big traditional Italian family, looking for a wedding full of glam, straight from the 1950’s – but her mom’s dress screams 1980s. Will it be Sam or Kelly who succeeds in finding the timeless dress for this sparkling bride?

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22

8:00PM ET/PT
**UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “WHY AM I BLUE?”** (Previously aired on TLC Nov. 15 / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
A man arrives in the ER with blue skin and the doctor has no idea what’s causing it; a teenage girl has abdominal pains that doctors have been unable to diagnose for years; and a doctor struggles to save the life of the only survivor of a plane crash.

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “DRAMA MAMA” (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
The real reason behind a teenager’s bulging tummy and stomach pains shocks nurses, doctors, and even her meddling Mom; a delirious man yelling for his “car,” reveals clues about his own attempted murder; and a college coed mysteriously stops breathing.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “BODY BUILDING BLUNDER”
A backstage quickie at a bodybuilding competition lands a couple in the last place they want to be; something’s missing after a soldier’s welcome home love-making marathon; and a sneaky couple does it where they were told not to and suffers the consequences.

11:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “ROCK N’ ROMP” (Previously aired Nov. 15)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Halloween hanky-panky goes wrong when a couple does it in a cemetery; practice makes for a trip to the ER when two musicians get busy after band rehearsal; and a handsome model’s symptoms baffle a nurse until he sees that the patient’s gift could also be his curse.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23

8:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCÉ: MORE TO LOVE – “MO’ MONEY, MO PROBLEMS”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Danielle fears Mohamed may leave, as her family grows skeptical. Justin sees his family for the first time since revealing his secret. Cassia fights with Jason about trust. Danny’s brother ruins date night with Amy. And Yamir’s move yields devastating news.

9:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCÉ – “FEARS, FAMILY FUTURE”
Justin and Evelin invite Jake and Jen over for dinner. Daya confronts Brett about Cassidy’s behavior. Amy’s mom arrives from South Africa. Yamir meets with music producers in Chicago. And Jason has a surprise for Cassia.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES – “HOME SWEET SEATTLE?”
As the Williams continue their fun-filled visit with Brady’s parents in Seattle, Brady and the wives tour local properties they could potentially make their new home. Later, Nonie shares some exciting news that will affect the entire family.

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 24TH (as of 11.17.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Special Episodes
19 KIDS & COUNTING: AMY DUGGAR CHECK-IN – Tuesday, November 25

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25
9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING – “AMY DUGGAR CHECK-IN”
Cousin Amy returns for a new special as she continues to pursue her music career. In this hour, Amy performs on a sold out showboat dinner cruise in Branson, MO, and then celebrates her 28th birthday with her Duggar family, complete with a backyard bonfire and homemade donut cake. Later, we get to peek behind-the-scenes as Amy makes a music video for a single in Nashville. Amy is doing it all to make her music dreams come true, but does this Duggar have what it takes to be a singing sensation?

10:00PM ET/PT
RISKING IT ALL – “NO TURNING BACK”
Each family faces the reality of living off grid. The Kemps set up base camp and Shay struggles with David’s vision. The Watfords try running water from a spring but Callie and Brett are at odds. The Elliotts organize the animals as Gracie resists adapting.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 27

8:00PM ET/PT
UNDERCOVER BOSS – “DONATOS PIZZA”
Jane Grote Abell is the chairman of Donatos Pizza, which was founded 50 years ago by her father with one philosophy in mind, “To make the best pizza and to treat others the way I would like to be treated.” The company was sold to McDonalds in 1999 but was bought back by Jane and her father in 2003 when they learned that McDonalds was going to sell the pizza chain. Jane firmly believes in the family values that her father founded the company on and wants to head out to the frontlines to make sure that their values are being upheld.

9:00PM ET/PT
UNDERCOVER BOSS – “HUDSON NEWS”
Joe DiDomizio, president and CEO of Hudson Group, the travel retailer that operates in 70 airports and transit terminals in the US and Canada, works undercover in his company as a newsstand sales associate, a barista and a specialty store replenishment buyer.

10:00PM ET/PT
UNDERCOVER BOSS – “UTAH JAZZ”
Greg Miller, CEO of the Utah Jazz, one of the most recognizable basketball organizations in the NBA, attempts to make halftime history when he works undercover with their infamous Dunk Team. Also, the boss’ team spirit is put to the test when he is asked to become a human basketball hoop as a member of the Interactive Team.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 28

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “DUELING VISIONS”
Sometimes a bride has opposing visions of her dream dress. Kristin is torn between looking sexy or traditional. Alexa also wants a dress with sex appeal, but she needs to please her conservative dad. Diana can’t decide between a flowy or structured gown.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS – “DAZED AND GOWN-CONFUSED”
Bride Nicole comes in with a very specific style of dress in mind, but discovers it may not suit her. Indecisive Katy has already tried on 50 gowns elsewhere and still doesn’t know what she wants. Cy can’t choose between two perfect dresses.

10:00PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “TINY BRIDE, BIG PROBLEMS”**
Petite bride Marcy has been searching for a wedding dress for eight months to no avail! She is sentimental about Mom’s gown, but worries that after taking so long to decide, nothing may match her expectations. Sam is convinced he can make her mind up.

10:30PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “DAMN YOU, SEXY DRESS!”**
Spicy Latina bride Susan wants to sparkle on her wedding day. Mom hopes Susan will wear her handmade gown that was rescued from Honduras, but Kelly will need to add a lot of sex appeal first. Or will Sam be able to add something picante into the mix?

**SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29**

8:00PM ET/PT
**UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “DRAMA MAMA”** (Previously aired on TLC Nov. 22 / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – The real reason behind a teenager’s bulging tummy and stomach pains shocks nurses, doctors, and even her meddling Mom; a delirious man yelling for his "car", reveals clues about his own attempted murder; and a college coed mysteriously stops breathing.

9:00PM ET/PT
**UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “CLUELESS!”** (TLC Network Premiere / Discovery Fit & Health Original Premiere)
A man comes to the ER thinking he’s constipated, but his condition is life-threatening, a doctor treating a young woman in cardiac arrest discovers she’s treating two patients in one; and a patient’s family is clueless and a doctor could use some help.

10:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “BUSTED!”**
After a sneaky romp, college sweethearts are busted and must go to the ER and the dentist; a fetish feast leaves a woman unable to hear; and Romeo has been stuck in his zipper for hours and the doctor suspects Juliet has something to do with his injury.

11:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “BODY BUILDING BLUNDER”** (Previously aired Nov. 22)
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – A backstage quickie at a bodybuilding competition lands a couple in the last place they want to be; something’s missing after a soldier’s welcome home love-making marathon; a sneaky couple does it where they were told not to and suffers the consequences.

**SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 30**

8:00PM ET/PT
**90 DAY FIANCÉ: MORE TO LOVE – “FEARS, FAMILY FUTURE”**
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Justin and Evelin invite Jake and Jen over for dinner. Daya confronts Brett about Cassidy’s behavior. Amy’s mom arrives from South Africa. Yamir meets with music producers in Chicago. Jason has a surprise for Cassia.

9:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCÉ – “I HAVE TO TELL YOU SOMETHING”
Jason and Cassia struggle with Jason’s work schedule and the wedding budget. Danielle breaks bad news to Mohamed. Evelin bonds with Justin’s Mom, while Brett’s skeptical friend Sue finally meets Daya. And Danny hopes his conservative parents don’t offend Amy.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES – “BREAKING OLD HABITS”
Back home from Seattle, it’s time for Rosemary to send off daughter Taylor on her life-changing mission trip in Peru. Inspired to make her own life changes, Rosemary starts trying to get healthier. To support her, Karlie plans a fun family-wide decathlon.